IGNITE 2019!

Sparking new ideas for WHI science and impact
Aging......

Staying active

Cognitive changes

Shopping, cooking, healthy eating

Medical news/caregiving

Multiple medications

Home safety - aging in place

Photos from NIA.gov
The Women’s Health Initiative

- Has made key contributions to the evidence base for healthy aging in women
- Policy
- Clinical practice

What else can WHI ignite?
IGNITE!

Modification of the home environment for aging in place
Daniel Beavers, PhD
Associate Professor, Biostatistical Sciences
Wake Forest School of Medicine

Aging and cancer: an analysis of shared attributes of aging and cancer in the Women’s Health Initiative
Pinkal Desai, MD, MPH
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Weill Cornell Medical College
Assistant Attending Physician, New York Presbyterian Hospital

Determining how vision and hearing affect health and aging
Emily W Gower, PhD
Associate Professor, Gillings School of Global Public Health
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
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Subjective cognitive impairment: opportunities for using the cognitive change index in WHI

Kate Hayden, PhD
Associate Professor, Public Health Sciences
Wake Forest School of Medicine

Prospective study on metabolic predictors of healthy aging in older women

Michael LaMonte, PhD, MPH
Research Associate Professor, Department of Epidemiology & Environmental Health
University at Buffalo

Body composition prediction in WHI: development and validation, and association with disease

Hailey R. Banack, PhD
Research Assistant Professor, Department of Epidemiology & Environmental Health
University at Buffalo